My main concern about this project is whether or not it forms a cohesive argument and flows well. Here’s the URL: http://sites.dartmouth.edu/writing5-28-project3-jiandong/

Comments here please!

1. Concerns
   - Just go over the writing if you can to edit out any unnoticed grammar mistakes.
   - might need to connect argument at the end.

2. Claim
   - claim is clear- how the design of the gallery influences the viewer’s experience with art

3. Logical structure
   - Very logical flow to the essay/website. The links on each page absolutely help with the flow of the website.
   - maybe include a conclusion page or a summary just to tie all of the ideas back together

4. Evidence
   - Evidence is clear and abundant.
   - very strong link between evidence and claim

5. Graphic design
   - easy to understand/navigate and aesthetically pleasing
   - Well organized, aligned and balanced within each page
   - Great photo editing

6. Revision plan
   - Just continue to evolve your argument as much as you can.

Lots of sound design decisions here, Jian. You’re using the home-page menu effectively.

One potential change you might make would be to create sub-titles for each of those pages. Those subtitles would help us see not just what each of those pages is about but what your claim is about that material.